ABSTRACT


This research conducted based on the problem statement “What is the argument in the articles which found or written on scientific journal?” The objectives of study in this research is to find out how are argument written in articles on scientific journal.

The method used in this research is descriptive qualitative method in order to describe the argument that involved in article written on scientific journal. As the sources of the data of this research is taken from scientific journal. The researcher using two articles with different topics. Technique of collecting the data is important things in doing researching. Because of the general purpose of researching is to get data. I am doing some steps below to collect the data that are the first step is to decide article, the second step is read the article, the third step is make a classification of arguments. The data of this research is analyzed qualitatively by describing the argument written in article on scientific journal.

From all argument was found, the argument as assumption more dominant than argument as definition, premises or syllogism and deduction. This support of the data argument that was found in each article. In the article “Collectivism and Individualism towards Plurality of modern Society” from thirty four data arguments, there are twenty two data arguments as assumption. Then in article “Postharvest orange loses and small scale farmer’s perception on the loss causes in the fruit value chain: a case study in Rusitu Valley, Zimbabwe” from fourteen data argumentenst there are seven data arguments as assumption.
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